
How to plan for Advertising in your Agency? 
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An advertising strategy may be a decide to reach and persuade a client to shop 

for a product or a service. the essential parts of the arrange area unit  

 the merchandise itself and its benefits,  

 the client and his or her characteristics,  

 the relative benefits of other routes whereby the client is often well-

read of the merchandise,  

 the optimisation of ensuing decisions given monetary fund 

constraints.  

In impact this suggests that aims should be clear, the surroundings should be 

understood, the means that should be hierarchal, and decisions should be created 

supported out their resources. Effective product assessment, market definition, 

media analysis, and monetary fund decisions lead to an optimum arrange—never 

the proper plan as a result of resources area unit forever restricted. 

 

DEVELOPING THE STRATEGY 

Positioning Statement 

Formal advertising methods area unit supported a "positioning statement," a 

technical term the which means of that, simply, is what the company's product or 
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service is, however it's differentiated from competitor merchandise and services, 

and by which implies it'll reach the client. The positioning statement covers the 

primary 2 things within the listing higher than. 

 

Implicit in an honest positioning statement is what the business calls the 

merchandise idea, particularly a cluster of values that the merchandise or service 

represents and also the scientific theory frameworks within which it fits. A knife 

can so have a really totally different product idea than a try of pink silk slippers 

that glow within the dark. the merchandise idea can later guide the selection of 

copy, images, and message content to be employed in actual ads (the "copy 

platform"). The positioning statement should additionally implicitly embody the 

profile of the targeted client and also the reasons why he or she would get this 

product or this service. At a later stage, additional information on the "target 

consumer" is then developed because the strategy is complete. 

 

Target shopper 

The target shopper may be an advanced combination of persons. initial of all, it 

includes the one who ultimately buys the merchandise. Next it includes those that, 

in bound circumstances, decide what product are bought (but don't physically get 

it).  

Finally, it includes those that influence product purchases (children, spouse, and 

friends). In observe the tiny business owner, being getting ready to his or her 

customers, most likely is aware of precisely a way to advise the ad agency on the 

target shopper. 

 

Communication Media 

Once the merchandise and its surroundings area unit understood and also the 

target shopper has been fixed, the routes of reaching the buyer should be 

assessed—the media of communication. 5 major channels area unit out there to 

the business owner: 

 

 Print—Primarily newspapers (both weekly and daily) and 

magazines. 

 Audio—FM and AM radio. 

 Video—Promotional videos, infomercials. 

 World Wide internet. 

 Direct mail. 

 Outdoor advertising—Billboards, advertisements on public 

transportation (cabs, buses). 

Each of the channels out there has its benefits, disadvantages, and price patterns. 

an important stage in developing the advertising strategy, therefore, is that the 
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fourth purpose created at the outset: a way to opt for the optimum means that, 

given monetary fund constraints, to succeed in the most important variety of 

target shoppers with the befittingly developed message. 

 

Implementation 

The ad campaign itself is distinct from the strategy, however the strategy is 

supposed to guide implementation. so all-embracing consistency is extremely 

fascinating. Copy, artwork, images, music—indeed all aspects of the campaign—

should mirror the strategy throughout. this is often particularly vital once multiple 

channels area unit used: print, television, and spam, as an example. to attain a 

most coherence, several effective advertisers develop a unifying thematic 

expressed as a picture, a slogan, or a mix that is central to all or any the weather 

that ultimately reach the buyer. 
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